
Information and education for Chinese customers only. 

 

We receive many e-mails from Chinese customers, every week and they all 

have the same uniform kind of requests: 

Certificate: GIA 

3x Excellent 

No fluorescence 

1ct size or else 0.50ct size 

Loupe Clean, VVS1 or VVS2 

Strangely, we rarely receive any information of budgets and when we ask for 

one…very often no reply. Very rarely any information concerning the ring style 

and if there is then it will be something very simple and Tiffany or platinum. 

Concerning the so called investment "value" of 0.90ct compared to 1ct... that is 

a myth, something only my Chinese customers worry about, just like the 

request for 3x Excellent and for GIA certificates, typically a Chinese request... 

nobody else asks for such diamonds. Not any European customer, not 

Americans, not other Asians, not Russian, not Arabs, nobody but Chinese !   

But all the other customers do NOT speculate with diamonds.  

A diamond that is too expensive for your budget cannot be a good investment, 

not for you and not for thousands of other people with the same budget 

problem. A diamond that has a much better ratio of value for money like the 

0.90ct is much, much better for everybody!!! It will be much easier to sell later 

and it will find many more potential customers. 

It is a very bad idea to try to buy something that you cannot afford to purchase. 

 

Conclusion: 

There is something very problematic with Chinese information you find on the 

Chinese forums. After speaking to many, many Chinese customers we discover 



that the problem is one of TRUST. People are afraid of being cheated. That is 

why they insist of those requirements, believing that it will protect them from 

being cheated and in reality…. That is how they risk being cheated! 

Here is an example of a funny but also stupid message on a Chinese forum: 

 

 

Translated by a very happy Chinese customer, it is like that: 

 

small shop, not so heavily visited, but the owner of the shop very nice, 

patient and carefully. In general in shops there are not so many 

options like in the bigger ones but according to grandpa from the 

shop: normally he keeps only 3-4 pieces of diamonds when supplier 

brings 10, and he is not going to sell the bad ones even the certificate 

tells a good story only. Even we won't believe 100% about that but 

really the diamonds he shows to me looks really fine 

 

the ring could be finished on the same day but before lunch time we 

need to pay the deposite and we can pickup before 5pm 



 

Now let’s examine that message in detail: 

grandpa from the shop    Nice compliment, some other Chinese 

customers call me Uncle! 

normally he keeps only 3-4 pieces of diamonds This is NOT correct at 

all, we have a lot of diamonds but if you ask for something which is 

out of your budget… then we have to ask the suppliers if they can 

bring it. As a member of the Diamond Exchange I have more than 

1500 companies I can contact to find your diamond!!! 

and he is not going to sell the bad ones even the certificate tells a 

good story only This is the most important piece of information and… 

we won't believe 100% about that This is again clearly that Chinese 

problem with TRUST! If you don’t believe me then don’t come here 

because I cannot trust people who do not trust me 100%!!! 

This person is only looking at prices, not comparing the actual diamonds!!! 

If you decide to play the diamond expert but you don’t understand 

diamonds like a real professional the diamonds he shows to me looks 

really fine that is clearly not a professional understanding of 

diamonds  then you are going to be cheated by smart crooks as 

explained in the details you can read in the next page. 

and we can pickup before 5pm NOT if you come too late like 2pm 

 

 

 

 



 

 

BEWARE !!! 
High-pressure high-temperature treatment 

A small number of otherwise gem-quality stones that possess a brown body color can have 

their color significantly lightened or altogether removed by HPHT treatment, 

In the past couple of months many ( willing ) victims have wasted their hard 

earned money by buying such diamonds whose value is less than 60% of the 

paid prices ! 

 

Who are the victims ? 

People with budgets that are far too low for their expectations like: 

2500 Euro for a 0.80ct diamond 

3,000 Euro for a 1.00ct diamond 

6,000 Euro for a 1.20ct diamond 

8,000 Euro for a 1.50ct diamond 

12,000 Euro for a 2ct diamond 

We are here to help but we also expect a fair and honest exchange of 

information. No budget = no diamond.  False budgets = disappointments and 

exposure to swindlers’ bag of tricks. 

 

We do NOT swindle our customers! 

 



 

 

TRUST means that you have to believe the information we give you is reliable, 

correct and honest. If you do not TRUST us then sorry, we cannot trust you. 

We only trust our hard earned reputation into the hands of people we can 

trust, we are not going to risk our reputation with strangers who cannot be 

trusted. We can be verified, but how can we verify those who do not 

want to trust us ? 

 

 

We open the door to total strangers and we trust them. 

 

Here are pictures to explain why you cannot buy a diamond ring like 

a television or a car, simply because the certificate does NOT tell you 

anything about the real quality of the diamond, it only helps to 

identify the diamond, just like your passport does not tell the police 

officer if you are a nice person or not ! A triple Excellent diamond is 



not always an “excellent” diamond. Even a GIA certificate is not 

always the best certificate and can even be a very bad diamond. 

You are not diamond experts and the Internet cannot make you an 

expert. Chinese forums cannot make you an expert, only mislead. 

I have some questions for you : 

1) Are you a Diamond Expert ?  NO / YES 

2) Can you examine a diamond and judge its value ? NO / YES 

3) Do you know the difference resulting from the cutting of a 

diamond even if it is D Loupe clean and 3x Excellent ? NO / YES 

4) Do you know how the certificate influences the price ? NO / YES 

5) Do you know why professionals do NOT buy any diamond just by 

looking at the price ? NO / YES 

6) Do you know why we do NOT work with Global Blue ? NO / YES 

7) Do you know anything about the law in Belgium concerning cash 

payments ? NO / YES 

8) Have you seen pictures of other diamonds that were proposed, 

with all details ? NO / YES 

9) Can you compare diamonds if you have not examined them all 

together, side by side ? NO / YES 

10) Have you examined the quality differences for the ring ? NO / YES 

11) Do you know how much difference the ring can do to the looks of 

the diamond ?  NO / YES 

If you have more NO’s than Yes’s then you seriously need help !  



 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

There is only one way to make sure that you are going to enjoy the best 

diamond ring and that also involves patience ! 

We cannot make a ring in 1 hour, we cannot and will not let you go home with 

a bad ring like the sleazy merchants who want your money and your money 

only. We want happy customers who recommend us to their friends, is that not 

why you come to us ? 

 

Dear Mr. Harold 

 

Firstly I would like to say that you have produced some 

beautiful piece so jewellery for many of my friends and I am 

very impressed by your work.  

I am recently engaged and I am looking for a ring so of course 

I wanted to contact you. 

 

Hi Harold, 

I hope this email finds you well!  

I just want to say thank you so much for your guidance and work on my 

engagement ring. It is more beautiful than I could have imagined and I know 

that I will treasure it always. We have been flooded with compliments!!! I will 

be sure to pass your information on to all my friends with glowing reviews! 

Thanks again!  

Aisling 



 

 

 


